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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I. FOUNDATIONS &
BASIC METHODS

11R1. Computational Partial Differen-
tial Equations: Numerical Methods and
Diffpack Programming, Second Edition.
- HP Langtangen(Simula Res Lab, Martin
Linges vei 17, Fornebu, PO Box 134
Lysaker, 1325, Norway). Springer-Verlag,
Berlin. 2003. 855 pp. ISBN 3-540
43416-X. $69.95.

Reviewed by RL Huston (Dept of Mec
Indust, and Nucl Eng, Univ of Cincinnati
PO Box 210072, Cincinnati OH 45221
0072).

This is the second edition of a popula
tutorial on the numerical solution of partia
differential equations~PDEs!. It is intended
for students, researchers, and practition
interested in developing computer codes f
the solution of the equations. The stat
aim of the book is to equip the reader wit
skills for developing simulation software
for physical phenomena~particularly, solid
and fluid mechanics! governed by PDEs.

The flow and style of the book are nu
meric together with listed computer code
The software tools are based upo
Diffpack–a numerical library using C11

and object oriented modules. Prior familia
ity with C11 and Diffpack is thus obvi-
ously an advantage for potential reade
However, the book is written so that reade
can learn both C11 and the use of Diffpack
through a series of simple introductory e
amples and illustrations.

The book is directed toward application i
the various areas of solid and fluid mecha
ics.

The book itself is divided into seven larg
chapters~or sections! together with four ap-
pendices spanning over 800 pages. Chap
1 introduces the concepts of PDE solutio
using Diffpack. Elements of C11 program-
ming are included. The chapter presen
several illustrations of finite difference so
lution of the Poisson equation and the wa
equation.

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to th
finite-element method starting with a dis
cussion of weighted-residual methods a
concluding with the mathematics of varia
tional formulations.

The third chapter presents a discussion
the use of Diffpack’s finite element soft
ware tools. Applications in heat transfer an
the solution of the wave equation are give

Chapter 4 is devoted to nonlinear pro
lems. It discusses discretation and the so
tion of nonlinear PDEs using both finite
difference and finite-element methods.
Appl Mech Rev vol 56, no 6, November 2003
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Chapter 5, 6, and 7 present applications
solid mechanics, fluid mechanics, an
coupled solid/fluid and fluid/heat transfe
problems.

The book concludes with four appendice
providing extensive discussions of the u
derlying mathematics, Diffpack topics, lin
ear systems, and software tools for solvin
linear systems.

In the spirit of being a tutorial and text
Computational Partial Differential Equa-
tions: Numerical Methods and Diffpac
Programminghas over 150 exercises and
comparable number of worked-out ex
amples together with computational cod
There is an extensive bibliography of 15
references for further reading.

The book is clearly very specialized bu
still devoted to an important aspect of ap
plied mechanics. Therefore, it should be
interest and use to researchers and practi
ners working in computational mechanic
and to students aspiring to enter that field.
should make a good text for graduate-lev
numeric courses. Purchase by libraries
recommended.

11R2. Numerical Modeling in Materials
Science and Engineering.Series in Com-
putational Math, Vol 32.- M Rappaz(Lab
of Phys Metall, Swiss Fed Inst of Tech, La
sanne, 1015, Switzerland), M Bellet (Ecole
des Mines de Paris, CEMEF, Sophia Ant
polis, 06904, France), M Deville (Lab of
Comput Eng, Swiss Fed Inst of Tech, La
sanne, 1015, Switzerland). Springer-Verlag,
Berlin. 2003. 540 pp. ISBN 3-540-42676-0
$89.95.

Reviewed by HM Srivastava (Dept o
Math and Stat, Univ of Victoria, PO Box
3045, Victoria V8W 3P4, BC, Canada).

The past two decades have witnessed
increasingly diversified account of the var
ous numerical methods and their applic
tions in the fields of materials science an
engineering; in particular, the Monte Carl
methods, cellular automata, random wal
ers, atomistic methods related to molecu
dynamics, boundary element methods, h
mogenization techniques based upon av
age conservation laws, and so on. The bo
under review is devoted to the numeric
simulation and modeling in~especially!
materials science and engineering. It aim
at familiarizing the materials scientists an
engineers with the numerical methods a
techniques that are state-of-the-art in th
subject.

There are ten chapters in this book. Cha
ter 1 ~Continuous Media! introduces the
equations of conservation of mass, mome
tum, energy and solute, initiates an inves
gation of the principal equations for mate
B77 © 200
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rials behavior ~which are developed in
depth in Chapters 5, 6, and 7!, and provides
the definitions of the boundary condition
and the initial conditions. And the last chap
ter ~Chapter 10, Appendices! consists of the
sections Table of Symbols, Vector Calculu
Gauss Integration Method, Non-Dimen
sional Numbers, and Interpretation of th
Terms of the Elementary Stiffness Matri
for a Diffusion Problem on a Triangula
Linear Finite Element.

Chapter 2 ~The Finite Difference
Method!, Chapter 3~The Finite Element
Method!, and Chapter 4~Elements of Nu-
merical Algorithms! present lucid and
more-or-less self-contained accounts of t
subjects titled and also indicate the possib
ity of extending some of these methods
sundry more complicated cases which a
not dealt with in detail in this book.

Chapter 5~Phase Transformations!, Chap-
ter 6 ~Deformations of Solids!, and Chapter
7 ~Incompressible Fluid Flow! provide fur-
ther in-depth developments of the afor
mentioned principal equations for materia
behavior~which were introduced in Chap
ter 1 itself!.

The remaining chapters of this book
Chapter 8~Inverse Methods! and Chapter 9
~Stochastic Methods! describe and illustrate
the underlying general principles of each
these additional methods.

With the natural exception of Chapter 10
each chapter of this book contains a bib
ography for further reading. And, more im
portantly,Numerical Modeling in Materials
Science and Engineeringis full of useful
computer-generated pictures and diagra
for illustrative purposes.

In summary, this is a well written and
well-organized reference book that wi
hopefully prove to be indispensable, esp
cially for those materials scientists and e
gineers whose investigations make use
the various numerical methods and tec
niques developed in this book.

11R3. Perturbation Methods for Differ-
ential Equations. - BK Shivamoggi(Dept
of Math, Univ of Central Florida, Orlando
FL 32816-1364). Birkhauser Boston, Cam-
bridge MA. 2003. 354 pp. ISBN 0-8176
4189-0. $59.95.

Reviewed by J Awrejcewicz (Dept of A
tom and Biomech, Tech Univ of Lodz, 1/1
Stefanowskiego St, Lodz, 90-924, Poland

This book is focused on perturbatio
methods mainly applied to solve both ord
nary and partial differential equations, as i
title implies. As explained by the author
one of the unusual features of the treatme
is motivated by his lecture notes devoted
3 American Society of Mechanical Engineers

https://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1115/1.1623758&domain=pdf&date_stamp=2003-11-26
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a mix of students in applied mathematic
physics and engineering. Therefore, it is i
tended to serve as a textbook for both u
dergraduale students of the previously me
tioned branches of science. However,
wonder if the students will be able to un
derstand fully physical aspects of man
various examples of completely separat
fields such as solid mechanics, fluid dynam
ics and plasma physics. This aspect h
been probably understood by the auth
who added many appendices to the cha
ters. On the other hand, looking for th
cited 26 references authored or co-author
by BK Shivamoggi, it is not surprising tha
his research covers the above-mention
branches of science. This book can ser
also as an example how an asympto
analysis may easily move between vario
different disciplines.

The book is 354 pages long and has 1
references. It is divided into seven chapte

Chapter 1 introduces a reader wi
asymptotic series and expansions of so
arbitrarily chosen functions. It can b
treated as a brief panoramic picture to t
further problems dealt with the book.

In Chapter 2 regular perturbation metho
are addressed. First algebraic equations
considered~four examples!, then differen-
tial equations are analyzed~four examples!,
and finally partial differential equations ar
studied~1 example!. The author originally
introduced some of the outlined exampl
~for example, Section 2.5 is devoted to a
plication to fluid dynamics published al
ready by the author in 1998! and some were
taken from other cited sources. Eight exe
cises are given at the end of this chapter
be solved by a reader or student.

In Chapter 3 the method of strained coo
dinates~parameters! is described. In Sec
tion 3.2, the Poincare´-Lindteadt-Lighthill
method of perturbed eigenvalues is briefl
stated with the supplement three exampl
In addition, the eigenfunction expansio
method~Section 3.3!, Lighthill’s method of
shifting singularities~Section 3.4!, and the
Pritulo’s method of renormalization~Sec-
tion 3.5! are presented with supporting ex
amples. It is worth noticing that the appl
cations come from various fields includin
wave propagation in a homogeneous m
dium, nonlinear buckling of elastic col
umns, and a few examples within the fie
of fluid dynamics and plasma physics. Th
main limitation of the strained coordinate
method, ie, an incapability of determinin
transient responses of dissipative system
is illustrated and discussed. Nine exercis
are added for the reader to solve.

Chapter 4 discusses the method of aver
ing. After a brief introduction, the Krylov-
Bogoliubov method of averaging is de
scribed and two classical examples adop
from the Nayfeh work are given. Sectio
4.3 includes one sentence describing the
called generalized Krylov-Bogoliubov
Mitropolski method, and then two classic
examples of the Duffing and van der P
s,
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oscillators are considered. Witham’s ave
age Lagrangian method is addressed in S
tion 4.4 using a nonlinear dispersive wav
propagation problem. In the next sectio
the Hamiltonian perturbation method is in
troduced followed by three examples. The
the averaged Lagrangian method is appli
to study a nonlinear evolution of a modu
lated gravity wave packet on the surface
a fluid. At the end of the chapter, seven e
ercises are included.

The method of matched asymptotic e
pansions is described in Chapter 5. After
brief introduction and physical motivation
the method of matched asymptotic expa
sion is explained through a simple examp
by computing inner, outer, and composi
expansions. Applying Cole~1968! and
Keviorkian and Cole~1996! results, the lin-
ear hyperbolic partial differential equatio
is analyzed in Section 5.4, the elliptic equ
tions are described in section 5.5, and t
parabolic equations are analyzed in Secti
5.6. The interior layers are illustrated i
Section 5.7 using an example introduce
earlier by Lagerstrom~1988!. In Section 5.8
Latta’s ~1951! method of composite expan
sions are illustrated via three examples~two
of them are borrowed form Nayfeh~1973!
and Keller~1968!!.

Section 5.9 titledTurning-point problems,
includes a description of the JWKB ap
proximation @with two examples borrowed
from Holmes~1995!#, the solution near the
turning point and the Langer’s method. A
application of the matched asymptotic e
pansion is taken from the field of fluid dy
namics. Namely, a boundary layer flow pa
a flat plate is studied. Next, ten exercises
be solved follow. A method of multiple
scales is illustrated in Chapter 6. After
brief introduction to the method, the differ
ential equations with constant coefficien
are addressed in Section 6.2, where eig
examples are included~six of them are bor-
rowed form other references!. Struble’s
method is described in Section 6.3, whe
two examples are given. In Section 6.4 d
ferential equations with slowly varying co
efficients are considered. Two suppl
mented examples illustrate application
the multiple scale method. The generaliz
multiple scale method, following Nayfeh
~1964!, is presented via two boundary-valu
problems. The considered applications i
clude dynamic buckling of a thin elasti
plate~solid mechanics! and a few examples
taken from fields of fluid dynamics and
plasma physics. The chapter finishes w
eleven examples to be solved.

The last chapter, 7, is devoted to misce
laneous perturbation method. The main pu
pose of this chapter is to describe some s
cial perturbation techniques that are ve
useful in some applications. The series
discussed methods include a quantum-fie
theoretic perturbative procedure and a p
turbation method for linear stochastic di
ferential equations. Four exercises to
solved are given at the end of this chapte
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SincePerturbation Methods for Differen-
tial Equationscovers a great deal of mate
rial, it is recommended to students and r
searchers, already familiar with solid an
fluid mechanics, as well as with plasm
physics. In general the figures and tabl
are fine, and the index is adequate, henc
recommend the book to be purchased
both individuals and libraries.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!II. DYNAMICS &
VIBRATION

11R4. Advances in Dynamics and Im-
pact Mechanics. -Edited by CA Brebbia
(Wessex Inst of Tech, UK)and GN Nurick
(Univ of Cape Town, S Africa). WIT Press,
Southampton, UK. Distributed in USA by
Comput Mech, Billerica MA. 2003. 293 pp
ISBN 1-85312-928-3. $165.00.

Reviewed by AE Bogdanovich (3TEX In
109 MacKenan Dr, Cary NC 27511).

This collection of eleven papers writte
by different authors from Bulgaria, India
Poland, Denmark, Greece, Portugal, Unit
Kingdom, Norway, Japan, and Hong Kon
is unified by the topics of advanced dy
namic modeling, analysis, and experimen
characterization of metallic, composite, an
concrete structures. The book can be of s
nificant interest for researchers, enginee
and graduate-level students who work
the areas of structural dynamics, comput
tional mechanics, solid mechanics, finite e
ement analysis, crashworthiness, impa
stress wave propagation, dynamic bucklin
failure and damage analysis, and expe
mental dynamics. Specialists in composi
materials, reinforced concrete, and san
wich structures can also find useful info
mation in some chapters of the book.

Specific topics addressed in the boo
include:

Dynamic elastic-plastic buckling of meta
tubes having circular and square cros
sections.

Axisymmetric plastic deformation and
buckling of cylindrical metal tubes.

Crushing analysis of ship structures.
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Crushing under impact of composit
sandwich structures with unconvention
~corrugatedand tubular! cores.

Dynamic crashworthiness analysis
multi-body systems.

Progressive collapse simulation of poly
meric composite sandwich beams.

Dynamic analysis of square plates und
blast loading.

Ballistic penetration and perforation o
relatively thick steel plates.

Dynamic analysis of large-scale civ
engineering structures under low-veloci
impact.

Dynamic deformation and failure analys
of a free-flying beam hit by a deformabl
projectile.

Deformation and failure analysis o
prestressed concrete beams under imp
loading.

Importantly, the presented analytical an
numerical studies are supported, in most
the book chapters, by appropriate expe
mental work, which is primarily aimed a
verification and validation of the obtaine
numerical results. At the same time, man
of the presented experimental results are
substantial independent interest.

Among the most popular analysis too
implemented in many chapters of this boo
are commercial codes LS-DYNA an
ABAQUS ~explicit and implicit!. Some of
the authors used MSC. Dytran, specializ
code DAMAGE and other specialty analy
sis programs. It is worth emphasizing th
the performed finite element analysis stu
ies addressed mainly complex, two
dimensional and three-dimensional pro
lems. A lot of attention is paid in the boo
to the development and implementation
advanced material models and evaluation
their adequacy to the actual dynamic beha
ior of metals and other materials of interes
Numerical results, experimental data, a
their mutual comparison provide valuab
information for practical applications an
future research studies. The quality of illu
trations and tables is good, overall.

Along with insightful studies of specific
theoretical and experimental problems, t
book provides an excellent overview of re
cent accomplishments in structural dynam
ics and impact mechanics. Part of th
book’s present results has already been p
lished in journal articles and conference p
pers, while another part contains previous
unpublished information. In either cas
collecting under one cover eleven high
quality articles devoted to a number o
modern, complex, and practically importa
structural dynamics problems was a wort
while idea realized into a very useful boo

One significant deficiency ofAdvances in
Dynamics and Impact Mechanicsis that it
does not have a subject or author inde
Also, a unified summary of the presente
research efforts and some recommendatio
for future research, written by the book ed
tors, would give a better conclusion of th
book.
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Without reservation this reviewer recom
mends that this book should be purchas
by libraries and also by those individua
whose work and/or education is related
theoretical and experimental studies of va
ous engineering materials and structures e
posed to impact and other types of dynam
loading.

11R5. Dynamics of Synchronising Sys-
tems. - RF Nagaev(Dachny pr 9-2-66, St
Petersburg, 198255, Russia). Springer-
Verlag, Berlin. 2003. 326 pp. ISBN 3-540
44195-6. $149.00.

Reviewed by I Andrianov (Inst fur Allge
meine Mechanik, RWTH, Templergrabe
64, Aachen, D-52056, Germany).

This book is a monograph on the use
the averaging technique for solving th
problems of theoretical, quantum and a
plied mechanics.

The book is aimed at both graduate an
postgraduate students as well as research
in mechanics and physics with university o
equivalent education. It is assumed that t
reader has a basic knowledge of analytic
mechanics, theory of nonlinear oscillation
rigid-body dynamics, quantum mechanic
and electrical engineering, as well as
mathematics in the framework of a bas
course taught at a technical university.

The book is divided into 11 chapters.
Chapter 1 is devoted to the concept of l

cal integrability and consideration of poss
bilities of the choice of small parameters.

Chapter 2 contains a brief description o
mechanical and electromechanical syste
that can be considered as being conser
tive.

In Chapter 3 and 4 the single-and mult
variable systems in ‘‘action-angle’’ vari-
ables are analyzed.

In Chapter 5 multifrequency averaging o
the system with a multidimensional rapidl
rotating phase is carried out by a modifie
averaging procedure.

Usage of canonical averaging of the equ
tions of quantum mechanics, in particula
the Schro¨dinger’s equation with various po
tentials, made it possible to obtain a sol
tion in a more appropriate form than on th
basis of the spectral analysis~Chapter 6!.

In Chapters 7, 8, and 10 the problems
weak interactions of quasiconservative d
namic systems are studied. Interesting
fects of synchronization are discovered a
studied.

Periodic solutions in problems of excita
tion of mechanical oscillations form the
subject of Chapter 11.

It is noteworthy that all solutions obtaine
are valid for finite, but relatively extende
time intervals.

The book is very interesting from the
standpoint of practically usable importan
results as well as for further development
averaging procedure. The subject index
informative, but somewhat short. The qua
ity of the figures is high, but, unfortunately
no captions are included. References co
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tain mainly papers and books written i
Russian, just as Russian books now ha
been translated into English. Moreove
practically all-Russian journals referred t
are cover-to-cover translated into Englis
For example, MTT is translated as Mecha
ics of Solids, PMM as PMM J Appl Math
Mech, etc. It may therefore be more natur
and convenient for readers to refer to E
glish translations.

This skillfully written book is a reader-
friendly and well-organized textbook in th
field of mathematical mechanics. As a rul
each section includes a pedagogical intr
duction.

Dynamics of Synchronising Systemsis
highly recommended for purchase by bo
individuals and libraries.

11R6. Essays on the Motion of Celestial
Bodies. - VV Beletsky (Keldysh Inst of
Appl Math, Russian Acad of Sci, Miusska
Sq 4, Moscow, 125047, Russia). Birkhauser
Verlag AG, Basel, Switzerland. 2001. 37
pp. ISBN 3-7643-5866-1. $169.00.

Reviewed by FH Lutze (Dept of Aero
space and Ocean Eng, VPI, Blacksburg V
24061-0203).

These ‘‘Essays’’ are the second edition
a publication that first appeared in Russia
1972.

The first edition was reprinted in four dif
ferent languages, the last one appearing
French in 1986. Since that time, a conside
able amount of material has been added
the work, leading to a second edition th
appeared in 1999. The English version w
published in 2001 and is the subject of th
review. Readers who have worked in th
area of celestial mechanics and artifici
satellite motion will be quite familiar with
the name VV Beletsky and the quality o
the work that he has produced. His class
work on the ‘‘Motion of an Artificial Satel-
lite About its Center of Mass’’~NASA-TT-
F-429, TT-67-51366, 1967! and with EM
Levine the work ‘‘Dynamics of Space
Tether Systems’’~Advances in the Astro-
nautical Sciences, Vol 83, 1993! are indica-
tive of the thoroughness and delightful wri
ing style that is characteristic of his work
The essay in this volume are written in
more informal manner and convey the jo
and passion that the author has for h
work.

As stated by the author in the preface, th
one major feature in common for the prob
lems discussed is that they are all intere
ing. The problems discussed range from fu
problems to important ones, and from o
well-known problems to new problems o
current interest. In each case, care and p
ciseness associated with this author p
vails. However, do not be misled into think
ing that these essays are just derivations
old and new results. On the contrary, the
essays present results with little derivatio
relying on references to provide the detail
It allows the reader, under the tutelage of
seasoned dynamicist, to step back and lo
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at the problem from various viewpoints
without getting lost in the details. One o
the objectives of these essays as stated
the preface is to ‘‘help its readers becom
aware, even to a small extent, of how asto
ishing and rich in events and phenome
the mechanics of space flight is.’’ It is thi
reviewer’s opinion that this goal is met.

It will be impossible to give each essay i
justice. The titles of each essay sound qu
routine and do not reflect the comple
story of what is presented. Here we w
look at a few of the essays to try and giv
the flavor of this book. Each essay sta
with a quote. The quote for the first essay
‘‘Dear Fagot, show us something simple fo
the start.’’ M Bulgakov,The Master and
Margarita. The title of the first essay is
‘‘On the Unperturbed and Perturbed Motio
of a Satellite, with a Digression on
Asymptotic Methods of Nonlinear Mechan
ics.’’ It essentially covers the material in
first-level graduate astrodynamics cours
One of the first points that is made is th
we are ‘‘lucky’’ that we only have a single
star system rather than a multiple star sy
tem where integrating the equations of m
tion might not be so easy! The second e
say, ‘‘On the Rebirth of an Old Problem, o
what Happens if two Masses are Placed a
Purely Imaginary Distance from one An
other,’’ starts with the quote ‘‘ . . . and the
more he looked at the bell-rope, the mo
he felt that he had seen something like
somewhere else, sometime before.’’AA
Milne, The World of Pooh. The essay deals
with the problem of the motion of a particl
about two fixed Newtonian centers. H
writes the equations of motion, expand
them, and compares the resulting term
with those of a nonspherical earth that we
presented in essay one. He then proceed
introduce several ways to attack th
problem and adds much insight from
experience.

The third essay is titled ‘‘Yet Another Re
incarnation of an Old Problem’’ and dis
cusses the solution to the problem of m
tion in an inverse square gravitational fie
with an additional constant force in a con
stant direction. Some of the results pr
sented are very unexpected. The fourth
say, ‘‘The Motion of the Worlds,’’ discusse
resonances in the solar system and its s
bility. In this essay a conjecture by AM
Molchanov is presented that says, ‘‘Osc
lating systems that have reached evolutio
ary maturity are unavoidably resonant, a
their structure is given by a set of integers
There is also an interesting section that i
dicates that if the moon had a high inclina
tion, say 90°, it would have fallen into th
Earth. The fifth essay deals with the thre
body problem, patched conics and gala
models. The sixth essay is the longest and
titled ‘‘They are Waltzing in Orbits.’’ This
essay is the longest and reflects a lot of t
work done by Beletsky on the motion sa
ellites about their mass centers. Includ
are Moon-Earth, Mercury-Sun motions i
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1:1 and 3:2 rotational resonances, resp
tively. In addition there is further discussio
on stability and magnetic torques acting o
satellites. The seventh essay, ‘‘A Spiral
Space,’’ deals with low thrust problems an
spiral escape from the earth. The eighth e
say is ‘‘The Full Force of the Sun Blows in
the Sails,’’ and looks at the solar sailin
problem, comparing some analytical resu
with AC Clark’s science fiction story, ‘‘The
Wind From the Sun.’’ The ninth essay
‘‘The Gravity Flyer,’’ is one of the more
‘‘off the wall’’ essays. Because a finite-siz
spaceship’s center of gravity is not locate
in the same orbit as it would be if all the
mass were concentrated at one point, e
ergy can be pumped into the orbit by pul
ing the spaceship from a point to its fu
deployment and back again with the appr
priate period. By so doing, you can event
ally escape the attracting body. Of intere
here is a full reporting of comments on th
idea by various scientists, some of whic
indicated Beletsky’s ideas were ‘‘ . . .
based simply on ignorance... .’’ The tent
essay, ‘‘Interplanetary Flights: Low Thrust
for High Goals,’’ considered low-thrust in
terplanetary orbits for which optimization
of the thrust direction takes an importan
role. The eleventh essay, ‘‘Relative Motio
of Orbiting Bodies,’’ deals with a problem
that is of current interest with regard to fo
mation flying. In addition he looks at a ver
sion of the problem of two satellites at
tached with a tether. Also included is a
analysis of a particle cloud. The final essa
is ‘‘Cosmic Pinwheel.’’ It discusses and ex
plains the motion of the Proton satellite
that had solar panels fixed like a pinwhe
about the axis of the satellite. This caus
the satellite to spin up or spin down, cau
ing unusual attitude behavior that was o
served first, and then explained by applyin
basic physics.

Essay on the Motion of Celestial Bodiesis
extremely well written, although there are
few problems in the translation, they do n
interfere with the spirit of the author. Th
technical figures are excellent and in add
tion there are several cartoon like figures
each essay reflecting the basic idea of t
essay. It would help a lot if the reader has
solid background in space mechanics,
though the author claims it is not necessa
The beauty of the book and the treatment
the subject would be missed by a gene
reader. This is not a textbook; nor is it
reference book, it is just a fun book to rea
that will give the reader new ways to thin
about old problems and some new ideas
attacking more recent problems of intere
Each essay has its own set of references
the book has a complete list of referenc
authors with the page~s! on which they are
referenced. Many of the references are fro
the Russian literature, so it provides a go
review of work done in that country in the
1960s and 1970s. I would strongly recom
mend this book, as an addition to one’s
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brary, although I think the price will dis-
courage most people ~$170! from
purchasing it.

11R7. Modern Approach to Classical
Mechanics. - H Iro (Inst for Theor Phys,
Johannes Kepler Univ, Linz, Austria).
World Sci Publ, Singapore. Distributed i
USA by World Sci Publ, River Edge NJ
2002. 442 pp. ISBN 981-238-213-5
$58.00.

Reviewed by K Anderson (Dept of Mec
Eng, Aeronaut Eng, and Mech (JEC4006
RPI, Troy NY 12180-3590).

The book covers virtually all aspects o
the field of classical mechanics startin
from Newton’s laws of motion for the mo-
tion of a point mass. The book progresses
the concepts of integrals of Newton’s equ
tions of motion, which leads naturally to th
concepts of energy and the potential f
constants of motion such as with conserv
tion of energy, and angular momentum. Th
author provides some interesting discussi
of specific cases and diverges from mo
traditional texts with his presentation of th
notion of chaos, phase space analysis, a
stability analysis very early in the book. Al
the common subjects~central force motion,
two-body gravitational problem, restricte
three-body problem, simple oscillators
damped oscillators, particle collisions, an
the like! are presented, as are the more a
vanced treatments such as Lagrangian m
chanics, rigid bodies, Hamilton’s principle
Hamiltonian dynamics, and Hamilton
Jacobi theory.

The book covers a great deal of materi
in a relatively short and concise manne
yielding a book just over 400 pages lon
~which is shorter than many books that co
sider only a few of the individual subject
covered!. The book is fairly well organized,
and the author does a good job of introdu
ing some difficult concepts in a very con
cise manner. The associated figures are v
simple line diagrams, but are clear and we
thought out. The author does not direct
state the audience for which book is in
tended, but in this reviewer’s opinion th
book should be of interest to any individua
seeking basic introductory or overview
level information on these subjects. As suc
the book provides relatively few problems
with the presentation of most theory an
derivations in this text being quite con
densed; formal worked-out examples a
not to be found. Thus, this book woul
most likely not serve well as a self-standin
course textbook, but may make a goo
supplemental reference or basic referen
for those who seek a concise overview
many important classical mechanics~and
not so classical, eg, chaos! topics.

What is somewhat different aboutModern
Approach to Classical Mechanicsis the au-
thor’s continued and pervasive discussio
of the fact that many~even simple! dy-
namic systems are chaotic and that as su
even the deterministic equations of motio
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!V. MECHANICS OF
FLUIDS

11R9. Design Sensitivity Analysis:
Computational Issues of Sensitivity
Equation Methods. - LG Stanley (Mon-
tana State Univ, Bozeman MT)and DL
Stewart (Air Force Inst of Tech, Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, WPAFB OH).
SIAM, Philadelphia. 2002. 139 pp. ISBN
0-89871-524-5. $65.00.

Reviewed by Yu-Tai Lee (David Taylor
Model Basin, 9500 MacArthur Blvd, W Be-
thesda MD 20817).

Design Sensitivity Analysisis a condensed
book that introduces the mathematical as-
pects of the continuous sensitivity equation
methods ~CSEMs! for partial differential
equations~PDEs!. It may serve as a refer-
ence book for graduate students or scien-
tists working in the areas of numerical
analysis and computational mathematics. A
familiarity with real or functional analysis
would make reading easier for some chap-
ters of the book.

Sensitivity analysis is an important ele-
ment in the context of systems optimization
and optimal designs. It provides the neces-
sary and critical assessment of the influence
of the system/design parameters on the state
of the systems or the design evaluations.
The book covers only topics related to the
construction and analysis of algorithms for
computing sensitivities and is not applica-
tion specific. The authors start with an over-
view of the early-developed algorithms in-
cluding the discretize-then-differentiate
approach, which approximates sensitivities
by first employing some discretization
scheme to approximate the solution to a
PDE and then implicitly differentiating this
result to obtain a sensitivity approximation
scheme. By pointing out the shortcoming
of these early techniques, they lead the
readers into the concept of CSEM
~ie, a differentiate-then-discretize scheme!
with a mathematical interpretation of the
sensitivity analysis. Examples of simplified
linear and nonlinear one-dimensional prob-
lems are used to demonstrate the proce-
dures and formulation of the CSEM. Coor-
dinate transformation is discussed for the
purpose of practical computational require-
ments. Both the hybrid SEM~H-SEM! and
an abstract version of the semianalytic
method~A-SAM! are introduced from the
coordinate transformation. Discussion of
both CSEMs is included and numerical re-
sults for the linear and nonlinear one-
dimensional problems are obtained in illus-
trating the methodologies. The authors
devote themselves in the last part of the
book to the mathematical framework for the
Navier-Stokes equations. They use a finite-
element approach to demonstrate method-
ologies that continuously solve the sensitiv-
ity equation with a remeshing strategy and
provide improved solutions to the Navier-
Stokes equations.
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presented cannot be expected to yield ac
rate predictions of the arbitrarily distant fu
ture. This is the ‘‘modern approach’’ indi
cated in the book’s title. In this reviewer’
opinion, some of these discussions seem
little forced and the value they bring to th
text is questionable. Twenty years ago th
material and approach might have be
considered revolutionary and of great inte
est, but it is difficult to be excited about
now given that these concepts that the a
thor stresses already are widely~although
not commonly! known. Being that as it
may, the author’s implicit point that practi
tioners should not place too much trust
deterministic equations is one that shou
be made more often to students and en
neers ~and generally does not appear
foundation level mechanics texts!.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!III. AUTOMATIC
CONTROL

11R8. Underwater Robots: Motion and
Force Control of Vehicle-Manipulator
Systems.Springer Tracts in Advanced Ro
botics, Vol 2. - G Antonelli (Dipartimento
di Automazione, Elettromagnetismo, Inge
neria dell’Informazione e Matematica In
dustriale, Univ degli Studi di Cassino, Vi
di Biasio 43, Cassino, 03043, Italy).
Springer-Verlag, Berlin. 2003. 183 pp
ISBN 3-540-00054-2. $89.95.

Reviewed by M Pascal (LSC, Univ d’Evr
Val d’Essonne, 40 rue du Pelvoux, 9102
Evry, France).

The book originates from a PhD thesis d
fended by the author in 1999 at Naples Un
versity and is concerned by a new advan
in robotics related to underwater vehicle
manipulator systems~UVMS!. Several in-
teresting applications of these systems c
be found in industry and several models
autonomous underwater vehicles~AUV !
are developed in various research cente
The design of control laws for underwate
robots is a challenging task, owing to th
complexity of the system and to the unce
tainty in the model parameters, mainly du
to the poor knowledge of the hydrodynam
effects. The implementation of standa
control algorithms used for ground fixe
manipulators is not easy and a necess
improvement of these control laws must b
achieved to overcome all the drastic co
straints of such systems.

The book involves four chapters followe
by two appendices and a wide list of refe
ences. A great number of figures of goo
quality are also included. Chapter 1 is d
voted to mechanical modeling of underw
ter robots composed of a rigid body con
nected to a serial manipulator. Rigid body
kinematics is recalled, with a special atte
tion to attitude representation by quate
nions. Standard models of hydrodynam
u-
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effects are briefly presented, and the kin
matics of manipulators with mobile base
described by Denavit-Hartenberg metho
The dynamical model of the system is e
pressed in matrix form and its linear depe
dence with respect to a set of dynamic
parameters is underlined. At last, a simp
fied model of the reaction force applied t
the effectors in the occurrence of contac
with the environment is presented.

Chapter 2 deals with inverse kinemat
resolution and kinematic control. An unde
water vehicle-manipulator system is alway
redundant due to its mobile base. This r
dundancy is used in order to achieve bo
end effectors tracking trajectory and som
other control objectives like avoiding sin
gular configurations of the manipulator o
energy savings. Several strategies of kin
matic control are presented with special a
tention to the task priority approach and
an interesting application of fuzzy tech
nique. These methods are applied on tw
models of UVMS and the correspondin
numerical simulations seem to give promi
ing results.

In Chapter 3, the dynamic control o
UVMS is investigated. The sliding mod
control is first proposed and validated b
numerical simulation on a special mod
with eight degrees of freedom. Sever
other methods are also presented and sim
lated, including adaptative control, outpu
feedback control, and virtual decompositio
based control. At the end of the chapte
experimental results are shown: these
sults originate from a set of experimen
performed at the University of Hawaii on
special model of AUV developed in this in
stitute. Tracking trajectory is investigate
by using several kinds of adaptative co
trols. The performances of these contr
laws are compared in the presence of d
turbances such as current effects, thruste
fault, and strong noise of the sensors me
sures. A new adaptative control is also pr
posed, based on dynamical compensat
expressed in a reference frame with resp
to which the disturbance is constant, an
experiments performed with this metho
give rather good results.

The last chapter introduces interactio
control. A force control scheme without ex
act dynamical compensation is defined; t
redundancy of the system is used to defin
task priority inverse kinematics algorithm
and suitable secondary tasks. Interesti
numerical simulations are performed on
nine degree of freedom UVMS, showin
the method’s efficiency.

In conclusion,Underwater Robots: Mo-
tion and Force Control of Vehicle Manipu
lator Systemsprovides an interesting refer
ence text about control of underwate
robots. The monograph can be useful f
researchers interested by this field or, mo
widely, for scientists involved in control o
manipulators with mobile bases or mobi
robots in three-dimensional space.
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The book is presented in a well-though
out order and the simplified examples us
are properly selected to convey the co
cepts. Since the topic of the sensitivi
analysis serves as the basis to many en
neering shape optimization applications,
chapter or two demonstrating the conne
tion of the two subjects seems to be a str
egy to increase readership. The finit
element approach is used as the ba
discretization scheme for all the exampl
used in the book. Finite-difference or finite
volume methods, however, are used mo
frequently in most of the CFD software
The development of the sensitivity analys
calculation for the later schemes is n
demonstrated. Instead of using a nomenc
ture section for the mathematical symbo
used, the authors have chosen to refer th
to a reference, ie, Wloka 54, quoted in th
bibliography section. This may increas
readers’ difficulty in following the context.

Design Sensitivity Analysisserves as a
good reference book for students and r
searchers to understand the concept of
CSEMs. In order to adapt the methodolog
for other problems, it would require furthe
detailed formulation. Continuous growth i
adapting the CSEM in complex CFD sof
ware is, however, envisioned in the ne
future.

11R10. Foundations and Applications
of Mechanics, Volume II: Fluid Mechan-
ics. - CS Jog(Dept of Mech Eng, Indian
Inst of Sci, Bangalore, 560 012, India). Na-
rosa Publ, New Delhi, India. Distributed i
USA by CRC Press LLC, Boca Raton FL
2002. 435 pp. ISBN 0-8493-2413-0
$89.95.

Reviewed by EE Covert (Dept of Aero
naut and Astronaut, MIT, 77 Massachuse
Ave, Rm 9-466, Cambridge MA 0213
4307).

This book is reasonably well described b
its title, although the applications of fluid
mechanics occur in such a large number
technical activities that any selection of a
plications is necessarily limited. Volume I i
entitledContinuum Mechanics, and some of
the material in Volume II relies on the ea
lier work. The chapter titles in this volum
are 1, Kinematics and Governing Equatio
~101 pp!; 2, Hydrostatics~17 pp!; 3, Ideal
Fluid Flow ~62 pp!; 4, Surface Waves~35
pp!; 5, Exact Solutions to Flow Problems o
an Incompressible Viscous Fluids~41 pp!;
6, Laminar Boundary Layer Theory~49
pp!; 7, Low Reynolds Number Hydrody
namics~19 pp!; and 8, Compressible Flow
~61 pp!. Each chapter contains a number
sample problems as well as exercises
the student. Both types of problems seem
be well formulated and of a reasonab
level of difficulty.

In his Preface the author writes, ‘‘Al
though we feel that this book treats man
topics in a new way, the topic where th
treatment is significantly different is that o
compressible flow. We have tried to prese
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closed-form solutions whenever possibl
some of which we believe to be new. W
also emphasize obtaining the solution d
rectly by numerical techniques . . . .’’

The subject matter in Chapter 1 follow
the structure developed by Truesdale, No
and others at the Institute for Rational Me
chanics. After worked-out examples o
more elementary topics, the chapter co
cludes with development and use of the i
tegral momentum theorem. The material
Chapters 3 through 7 is presented in a mo
or less conventional manner.

The concepts behind compressible flo
are introduced by means of a one
dimensional control volume, including
terms representing the rate of bulk heat a
dition. The author’s solution to these prob
lems leads to a simple classification schem
showing the regions where a solution e
ists, and the character of the solutions
well. The author has also simplified th
manner of presenting the relation betwe
the flow deflection, the shock wave angl
and the Mach number for two-dimension
supersonic flow.

The use of linearization in the treatme
of surface waves as contained in Chapte
is introduced without adequate preparati
in the reviewer’s view. Nonetheless, this in
troduction simplifies the discussion o
acoustic waves in the following chapte
Further, the author fails to provide an
computer codes, relying on existing com
mercial computer codes and failing to poin
out the difficulties the student may face
the details of the code are handled impro
erly due to inexperience. With his focus o
rigor, the reviewer feels the author obscur
the physical phenomena.

Further, because of the author’s choice
topics, several important subjects in mode
fluid mechanics are not mentioned or me
tioned very briefly. The omitted topics ma
lead the student to feel that fluid mechani
is a closed topic. However, unsteady flo
and turbulence, serious computational flu
dynamics~CFD!, and flow with separation
and/or heat transfer problems are not me
tioned, or briefly mentioned in passing. Th
reviewer feels these truly difficult fluid me
chanics research issues would warrant
mention, at least in the Preface. The r
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viewer has concluded thatFoundations and
Applications of Mechanics: Volume II Fluid
Mechanicshas been prepared for third- o
fourth-year students in mathematics
perhaps in classical physics, who deser
a somewhat broader outlook on flui
mechanics.

This book may be best suited for a serio
practitioner who is interested in a more rig
orous view of the underlying assumption
upon which fluid mechanics rests. The fir
half of Chapter 1 is ideal for this purpose

11R11. Perspectives in Flow Control
and Optimization. - MD Gunzburger
(Iowa State Univ, Ames IA). SIAM, Phila-
delphia. 2003. 261 pp. ISBN 0-89871
527-X. $70.00.

Reviewed by HG Wood, III (Dept of Mec
and Aerospace Eng, Univ of Virginia
Thornton Hall, McCormick Rd, Charlottes
ville VA 22903-2442).

For anyone interested in flow control o
optimization, this book is a must read. Ma
Gunzburger has done a truly commendab
job of providing his perspectives on th
subject, and his perspectives are very w
informed. He states in the preface that h
first goal is ‘‘to present an introduction to
the development and analysis of seve
methods,’’ and this is done very well. H
also raises issues that arise in the field, a
the book has an outstanding bibliograph
that can lead the reader to other sources.
also points out that this book is not a com
plete treatment of the subject, as that wou
take several times the size of this boo
However, the book is large enough t
provide a really good introduction to
the subject but small enough not to b
intimidating.

The book consists of seven chapters w
the first being a brief history and introduc
tion to the subject. Chapter 2 discusses t
different approaches to optimal control an
optimization that include the one-sho
method and the sensitivity and adjoin
based methods. The discussion is clear a
provides information in a way that the
reader could develop an algorithm from
the presentation. Chapter 3 provides illu
trations of the approaches discussed
Chapter 2.

Chapter 4 deals with accuracy and cons
tency, and Chapter 5 discusses how to
duce the costs of optimization. Chapter
presents analysis and numerical analysis
optimal flow control problems. One of the
examples is the analysis of a shape cont
problem for the stationary Navier-Stoke
equations. The examples are very well pr
sented and allow the reader to get a ve
good foundation that provides the necessa
information to attack new more compli
cated problems. Chapter 7 is a brief discu
sion of feedback control for fluid flows.

In conclusion, this is a very well written
book that should be part of the library o
anyone interested in fluid dynamics o
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optimization. This book could also be use
as a textbook for a graduate course on t
subject.

11R12. Turbulent Flow: Analysis, Mea-
surement, and Prediction. - PS Bernard
and JM Wallace(Univ of Maryland, Col-
lege Park MD). Wiley, Hoboken, NJ. 2002.
497 pp. ISBN 0-471-33219-4. $100.00.

Reviewed by S Yavuzkurt (Dept of Me
Eng, Penn State Univ, 201B Reber Bld
University Park PA 16802).

This is an excellent book in the area o
turbulence analysis, measurement, and p
dictions, as its title implies. It supplie
many aspects of the topic from theory
experiments and helps the reader to see
subject as a whole. It contains cutting ed
material in the most fascinating field of tur
bulence as well as up to date presentatio
of major theoretical and experimental a
vances. State-of-the-art turbulence closu
and simulations techniques are also i
cluded. This book will help greatly in un
derstanding more advanced books and cl
sical and current research articles in th
field.

The book contains 12 chapters and it
about 500 pages long. An extensive refe
ence list is given. Figures are drawn ve
clearly and they are very useful in interpre
tation of the results of the analysis carrie
out in the book. Detailed derivations of th
equations are given with examples.

Chapters 1 and 2 contain preliminary an
also principal concepts in understandin
turbulent incompressible flows and an ove
view of turbulent flow physics and equa
tions including notation, averaging, correla
tions, Reynolds-averaged momentum
turbulent kinetic energy~TKE!, dissipation
and Reynolds stress transport equatio
spectral analysis, scales of turbulence, v
ticity, and turbulent and molecular transpo
equations for scalars. It is a nice and com
pact review of these concepts.

Chapter 3 is on experimental and nume
cal methods in general. It goes into th
main techniques used in experiments a
how turbulent flows could be simulated o
a computer. Experimental topics include h
wire and hot film anemometry—from
theory to type of probes used, laser-Dopp
velocimetry, laser sheets, particle image v
d
he
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locimetry, and concentration measureme
methods. Numerical methods are explain
and applications to calculation of flow in
cubical domain and channel flow are give

Chapter 4 discusses properties of bound
turbulent flows. Topics covered includ
fully developed channel and pipe flows an
boundary layers. Discussion includes b
sics, Reynolds stresses, TKE and its dis
pation, scaling factors, power laws, low
speed streaks, bursts, space correlations,
perimental visualization, and dynamics o
vortex stretching. It is an excellent cove
age on these topics.

Chapter 5 deals with properties of fre
shear flows such as jets, wakes, and mixi
layers. Similarity solutions, velocity and
vorticity fluctuations, TKE budget, and
structure of these flows are covered
detail.

Chapter 6 explains turbulent transport an
physics of transport as it is related to Re
nolds stresses vorticity flux correlation
Details on Reynolds stress production a
vorticity dynamics are very interesting an
useful.

Chapter 7 concentrates on theory of idea
ized turbulent flows such as isotropic an
homogeneous turbulence. Homogeneo
flows include cases of no production and
flow with uniform TKE production. Con-
cepts of isotropy, energy decay, turbule
Reynolds number, self-similarity, isotropi
decay, high Reynolds number equilibrium
self-preservation, von Ka´rmán-Howarth
equation, implications on turbulence mod
eling, and Fourier analysis of the velocit
fields are explained in a clear fashion.

Chapter 8 contains all practical importan
field of turbulence modeling. Types o
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes~RANS!
models include eddy viscosity, one and tw
equation and Reynolds stress transport,
gebraic stress, and vorticity transport mo
els. Modeling constraints, generalize
constitutive models, pressure-strain corre
tions, second order moment closure, wa
functions, near-wall k-« and Reynolds
stress models are discussed.

Chapter 9 covers the applications of tu
bulence models to channel flows, zero pre
sure gradient boundary layers, flow sepa
tion including backward facing step, hil
flow, diffuser flows, and stagnation poin
flows. Effects of rotation and curvature ar
also covered.

Chapter 10 deals with the more rece
large eddy simulations~LES!. Filters, fil-
tered equations and their solutions, nume
cal considerations, subgrid scale mode
such as Smagorinsky model, and alternat
subgrid scale models and dynamic mode
are all covered. Applications of LES, vorte
methods, vortex elements, dynamic equ
tions and sample results from vortex met
ods and LES are included.

Chapter 11 deals with analysis of turbu
lent scalar fields. These topics includ
plumes, turbulent puff, point sourc
t
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plumes, scalar transport and its models, c
sure schemes, and random flight models.

Chapter 12 concludes the book with tu
bulence theory, which covers topics from
the early days to the current theorie
Gaussian random fields, overview of th
theories, direct interaction approximation
renormalization group theories, and the
modynamics of vortex systems make ve
thought-provoking reading.

Overall, Turbulent Flow: Analysis, Mea-
surement, and Prediction, is an invaluable
educational and research tool in the area
turbulence. It is an essential book for re
searchers, instructors, and students w
work in the area of turbulent heat, mas
and momentum transport which include
mechanical and aerospace engineers, ph
cists, and mathematicians, and scientists
the fields of chemistry, biological science
and ocean engineering. It will be a valuab
addition to the libraries of universities an
research institutions. It is strongly recom
mended by this reviewer.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!VI. HEAT TRANSFER
11R13. Boundary Element Method for

Heat Conduction: With Applications in
Non-Homogeneous Media.Topics in En-
gineering, Volume 44.- EA Divo and AJ
Kassab(Univ of Central Florida, Orlando
FL). WIT Press, Southampton, UK. Distrib
uted in USA by Comput Mech, Billerica
MA. 2003. 245 pp. CD-Rom included
ISBN 1-85312-771-X. $138.00.

Reviewed by DP Sekulic (Col of Eng
Univ of Kentucky, 210B CRMS Bldg, Lex
ington KY 40506-0108).

This interesting work is published by WIT
Press as the 44th volume in the seriesTop-
ics in Engineeringedited by CA Brebbia of
the Wessex Institute of Technology, and
Connor of the Massachusetts Institute
Technology. The aim of the series is to pro
vide a rapid and informal dissemination o
significant new work in engineering. Thi
book represents a monograph in the ser
devoted to an important numerical too
known under the nameboundary element
method ~BEM!. The authors are known
contributors to that field, and this mono
graph represents a segment of their wo
devoted to development of the boundary e
ement methods for heat conduction pro
lems in nonhomogeneous media.

The monograph provides a detailed a
count of the developed method including
~1! steady-state~isotropic, anisotropic and
axisymmetric!, and ~2! transient formula-
tions. In addition, the method is illustrate
by applications to nonlinear heat condu
tion and inverse problems~parameter esti-
mation in heat conduction!.

The book is organized in nine chapters
follows. The opening chapter provides
very brief introduction accompanied by
list of references related to BEM and th
corresponding theoretical background im
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echanic
portant for heat conduction applications
both isotropic and anisotropic heterog
neous media. The Introduction conclud
with the statement of the book’s purpos
namely, ‘‘to formulate a general techniqu
for the development of a boundary integr
equation for steady-state and transient h
conduction in heterogeneous isotropic a
anisotropic media.’’ Chapter 2 offers a brie
review of a BEM formulation for spatially
uniform thermal conductivity cases. As
counterpoint, the following Chapter 3 offer
the steady state anisotropic formulatio
while in Chapter 4 an extension to axisym
metric cases is provided. A transient fund
mental solution is discussed in Chapter 5
using two approaches:~1! the authors’ dual-
reciprocity method, and~2! a combination
of the Laplace transforms and dua
reciprocity methods. An application to non
linear heat conduction is addressed in~a
very short! Chapter 6, including some illus
trations of the method’s application to cas
of one- and two-dimensional temperatu
fields, in both regular and irregular region
Chapter 7 is devoted to the problem
identification of an unknown thermal con
ductivity of a nonhomogeneous medium.
a fairly detailed and well-documented intro
duction, the inverse problems and the app
cation of BEM to such important enginee
ing topics are presented. Subsequently
related optimizations methods, genetic a
gorithms, and series expansions are d
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cussed. The chapter concludes, as do m
of the other chapters, with examples. Th
last two chapters, Chapter 8 and 9, togeth
with appendices, offer a presentation of tw
computer codes ready for implementation

This demanding technical subject is pr
sented in a well-organized manner. The a
thors did a good job in setting the text wit
appealing graphics, including all the colo
coded graphic files for each figure provide
in the attached CD-ROM. The Fortra
codes, given explicitly in the set of appen
dices, a software included in the CD-ROM
and detailed estimations of the calculatio
errors in the examples are quite convincin
in supporting the author’s claim that th
proposed method works well.

The authors and their publisher are to
congratulated for the decision to include
CD-ROM. Implementation of the provided
software goes smoothly if the reader h
proper supporting software drivers. A mor
prominent note in the main body of the tex
and/or a separate appendix regarding
software installation and its use would b
beneficial, but the reader can get around t
related problems relatively easily by explo
ing the software itself. A number of illustra
tive examples supported by data genera
using the included software are a very go
educational tool.

The book does not have an index. An a
ditional drawback~that would have been
st

r

-
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s

e
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easily eliminated by a small but impor
tanteffort! is a lack of a detailed explanatio
of the technical vocabulary. Such an add
tion is not mandatory, it is rather rarely in
cluded in professional technical books, b
this reviewer believes that such new an
still somewhat esoteric topics like the on
presented in this book desperately need
good terminology explanation, in additio
to a complete and detailed nomenclatur
The technical language is well utilized an
nothing is wrong with an inherent need t
use it. Still, an effort of the authors in man
fields to disseminate new ideas would bett
be served if a conscious effort to provide
complete and well-defined technical vo
cabulary ~including brief illustrations of
most important new concepts!, and better
cross-referencing ~including the index!
would be a great addition to any such pu
lication. This book does not have eithe
The nomenclature is not complete, and n
merous omissions are apparent.

In conclusion, this reviewer recommend
without reservations, this book to enginee
and researchers in a need for numeric
modeling of heat conduction in nonhomo
geneous media.Boundary Element Method
for Heat Conduction: With Applications in
Non-Homogeneous Media~and the pro-
vided software! should find an easy way to
classrooms of advanced heat transfer a
numerical modeling classes in engineerin
schools.
sreview
s/article-pdf/56/6/B82/5440389/b77_1.pdf by guest on 19 M

ay 2023
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